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Furthermore, 

lim (lx(t)1 + Iz(t)l) ;::; O. 
t --+co 

(3) 

To achieve this objective, additional assumptions on un
measured dynamics z will be given in Section 2. The con
tributions of the paper are twofold: firstly, the uncertain 
systems under consideration are nonlinearly parameter
ized and subject to stable dynamic uncertainties. Nei
ther the classical matching conditions nor any kind of 
growth conditions on the system nonlinearities as used 
in (Pomet and Praly, 1992; Praly et al., 1991; Jiang and 
Praly, 1992; Jiang, 1995) are required here. Secondly, a 
new systematic design procedure is presented and it in
corporates a minimal-order adaptive law and an intro
duction of certain scalar dynamic signal. It should be 
mentioned that the idea of using an available dynamic 
signal to inform about the size of dynamic uncertainties 
is well-known in adaptive linear control (Praly, 1990). 

2. DEFINITION AND ASSUMPTIONS 

The reader is referred to (Sontag, 1990) for basic defini
tions of class K, Kco and KL functions. 

Motivated by the concept of input-to-state stability (ISS) 
and ISS-Lyapunov function introduced in (Sontag, 1990; 
Sontag and Wang, 199.5), a notion of exp-ISS Lyapunov 
function is now needed. 

Definition 2.1 A Cl function V is said to be an exp
ISS Lyapunov function for system x ;::; f(x, u) if 

• there exist functions '!jJ[, 1/)~ of class Kco such that 

• there exist a constant c > 0 and a Koo-function , 
such that 

oV 
ox (x) f(x, u) ::; -cV(x) + ,(Iui) (5) 

It was shown in (Sontag and Wang, 1995, Proof of The
orem 1) that a control system x = f( x, u) is ISS iff it 
has an ISS-Lyapunov function. Further, it was shown in 
(Praly and Wang, 1994, Proof of Lemma 3) that a con
trol system x = f( x, 11) has an ISS- Lyapunov function 
iff it has an exp-ISS Lyapunov function. 

Lemma 2.1 If V is an exp-ISS Lyapunov function for 
a control system i = q(z, u), i.t. (4) and (5) hold, then, 
for any constants C In (0, c), 1'0 > 0 and any initial 
condition zo, for any function l' such that 1'( u) 2:: ,(Iui), 
there exist a finite TO 2:: 0, a nonngeatzve constant D(t) 
defined for all t 2:: 0 and a signal described by : 

r ;::; -Cl' + 1'(u(t»), 1'(0) = 1'0 (6) 

such that D(t) ;::; 0 for all t 2:: TO and: 

V(z(t) ::; r(t) + D(t) 

for all t 2:: 0 where the solutions are defined. 

Proof: follows from Gronwall's lemma. 

(7) 

The following assumptions are relative to the unmea
sured dynamics z in system (1). 

(H3) The z-system in (1) has an exp-ISS Lyapunov 
function Vz in the sense of Definition 2.1, i.e., there ex
ist Koo-functions '!jJI, '!jJ2, a positive constant c and a 
Kco-funct.ion , such that 

Moreover, C E (0, c), , and '!jJl are known. 

(H4) , is of class C 2 whose first-order derivative is 
zero at zero, i.e. o,/os(O) = O. There exist class Koo
functions Pi (1 ::; i ::; n) such that 

with <Pi2 as introduced in (H2). 

Remark 2.1 Upon specializing (1) to linear systems, 
(H3) is checked if the linear system i = q(O, z) is asymp
totically stable with a known stability margin. In this 
case, it is easy to see that (H4) is also satisfied . 

3. CONTROL DESIGN PROCEDURE 

First notice that, thanks to Assumption (H4), there ex
ists a smooth nonnegative function i.f!o such that 

So, by Lemma 2.1, available signal I' defined by : 

possesses the property 

Vz(z(t» ::; r(t) + D(t) (13) 

for all t where the solutions are defined, with D(t) de
fined for each t 2:: 0 and D(t) ;::; 0 for all t 2:: TO (TO 2:: 0 
being finite and depending continuously on the initial 
conditions ,.0, ZO). 
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Step 1 : Let t'J be a positive constant satisfying: 

{ t'J* t'J' 2 } 
t'J ~ max -, -2 := bl 

0.1 (/1 
(14) 

and let ;?(t) be an update estimate of t'J. Consider the 
positive function 

1 ') 1 ~ 2 
VI = -Xi +- r +- ,(t'J - t'J) 

20.1 2/\ 
(15) 

with ,X > 0 an adaptation gain and r defined as in (12). 

By Assumptions (HI) and (H2), differentiating VI along 
the solutions of (1)-( 12) gives: 

Since I/JIl is smooth and is zero at zero, there exists a 
smooth function 'Pll such that 

IXIll/Jll(lxll) ::; xI'Pl1(xd, 'r/x l E IR (17) 

From (13), (14), assumptions (H3) and (H4), by com
pleting the squares and using (Jiang et al., 1994, eq. 
(6», it follows successively: 

where 'P12 is some nonnegative smooth function and 
dl(t) is defined by : 

( t'J* ) 2 
dl(t) = -;;;1/J12 0 1/;110 (Id +- Pl 1 )(D(t» (19) 

Notice that dl(t) = 0 for all t ~ TO. 

Consequently, in view of (17) and (18), (16) implies: 

~'i ::; Xl [X2 +- ~Xl +- t'JX1'Pldxt) +- t'J ;cXl'P12(r? 

c I ~ ;,., 
+-Xl'PO(Xt}j- 2"r +- dl(t) +- ~(t'J - t'J)t'J (20) 

Introducing the following notation: 

2 ( ,X 2 2 Tl(Xl,r)='xxl'Pll Xl)+- 2cXl'P12(r) 

~ L ~ 
Wl (Xl, r, t'J) = -(kl +- 1 )Xl - t'JXl 'Pll (Xl) 

~ 1 2 
-t'J 2cX1PI2(r) - Xl'PO(Xt} 

X2 = X2 - Wl(Xl, r,;?) 

where kl > n - 1, (20) gives: 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

Note that (24) holds as long as t'J satisfies (14). Also 
note that Wl (0, r, ;?) = 0 for all rand :;J and that for any 
rand ;?, (x 1, X2) 1-+ (Xl, X2) is a global diffeomorphism 
preserving the origin. 

Step i (2 ::; i ::; n) : Assume that, at Step (i - 1), 
there exist smooth functions Tj and Wj (1 ::; j ::; i-I), 

Tj (0, ... ,0, T";?) = Wj (0, ... , 0, r,;9) = 0 'V( r, ;9), so that, 
with: 

the time derivative of the positive function 

i-I 
, ""' 1 -2 1 ~ 2 

V;-l = L.,~Xj +- r +- 2,X(t'J-t'J) 
j=l J 

(26) 

along the solutions of (1)-(12) satisfies: 

i-I 

+- 2 L:(j - 1)(Tj -- Tj_t)(~ - Ti-d (27) 
j=2 

where kj > n - j, di-l(t) ~ 0 and = 0 for all t ~ TO. 
Assume further that there exists an unknown bi - l > 0 
such that (27) holds as long as t'J ~ bi - I . 

It is proven in the sequel that (27) holds also for i as long 
as t'J ~ bi for certain positive (unknown) real number bi . 

In ca~e i = n, set Xn+l = u and in this case, xn +1 = 0 

and t'J= Tn. 

Consider the positive function 

1 -2 Vi = Vi-I +- -X,' 
2a i 

(28) 
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By assumption, its time derivative along the solutions 
of (1 )-( 12) satisfies : 

i-I _ 

Vi ~ - 2)kj - i + 1 + j)xJ + Xi-lXi - 2i~1 l' 
j=1 

1 ~ ~ .;.. 2 
+di-l(t) + ~('!? - '!?)('!? - Ti __ I) + (i - 2)(,!? - Ti-d 

i-I 

+ 2 2:u - 1)(Tj - Tj-l)(~ - Ti-t) 
j=2 

[ 
1 2:i-lOWi_l aj 1 

+Xi Xi+l + -li - --. -(-Xj+l + -/j) 
a' oX' Q' a' I j=l J' , 

1 OWi-l (_ 2) 1 OWi-l _~] ---- -cr+xl<f'o - ---~--u 
ai or (li 0l'J 

(29) 

Let'!? be a real number satisfying: 

{ '!?* ,!?*2 ai-l ai aLII} 
'!? ;::: max bi-l, -, -2 ' --, 2' ... , -2-' 2 

ai ai ai ai a i ai 

:= bi (30) 

With the help of Assumptions (HI) and (H2), by virtue 
of the fact that mapping (x 1, ... , x;) f-+ (Xl"", Xi) is 
a global diffeomorphism preserving the origin, lengthy 
but simple calculations imply the existence of some non
negative smooth functions <f'il and <f'i2 such that 

where diJ (t) and di2 ( t) are defined by : 

Notice that dil(t) = ddt) = 0 for all t;::: TO. 

On the other hand, completing the squares yields: 

_ 1 OWi-l _ 0 c 
-Xi--,.-(-cr+xi<f'o) ~ . 11' 

ai u'r 6 x 2'-

1 2 2COWi-l ., ( . 2 2 2) +-X + '!?X· --)~ 3c2'- l' + x <f' 4 1 'or 1 0 
(33) 

It remains to examine the last term in (29). Observing 

ITi-I! ~ l(xI, ... ,Xi-dlr;,-I(xl, ... ,xi_l,r,J)(34) 

where 7i-l is a nonnegative smooth function, with (30) 
and by completing the squares, 

i-I 
- 1 OWi-l i 12:-2 _0_2(OWi-l )2(1 ~2 ) -X'---~-ll < - x· + -uX· --~- + T· 
'a i 0l'J - 4 j=1 J 'o'!? ,-I 

.~ 2 
+(Ti-l -1}) (35) 

Accordingly, in view of (31), (32), (33) and (35), (29) 
implies: 

i-I _ 

l% < - "'(k' - i + J')x~ - ':"1' + d·(t) 
'- ~ J J 2' ' 

j=1 

1 ~ ~ ~ 2 
+~(l'J - 19)(19 - Ti-d + (i - 2)('!? - Ti-I) 

i-I 
+2 2:u -1)(Tj - Tj-d(~ - Ti-d 

j=2 

H. [X'H H.-, + ~%. + ~%. ~ (a;~~,)' 
/..Iw· 1 . 

+!9Xi(<f'il + <f'i2) + !9Xi( o~- )2 (3c2,-2 r + Xi<f'6) 

.0 (OWi-I)2( ~2'] ( i)2 () 
+UXi o'J 1 + Ti_d + Ti-l - -u 36 

where diet) = di1 (t) + di2 (t). Notice that diet) = 0 for 
all t > TO. 

Introducing the following notation : 
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in the design of adaptive law to prevent the possible pa
rameter drift instability. However, in this case, only the 
global boundedness property can be established for the 
closed-loop solutions. With this in mind, extension to 
the tracking case is direct. 

Example 4.1 Consider the nonlinear system: 

i = -z + xi 
Xl = a1X2 + (hx1eo,x1 + (}3Z (50) 

X2 = a2u + (}4X~ + (}5 Z2X 1 

where a1 > 0, a2 > 0, (}i (1 ::; i ::; 5) are unknown 
constant parameters and z is unmeasured. 

Clearly, Assumption (HI) is checked. Assumption (H2) 
holds with: 

4>l1(S) seD.5,' 4>12(S) = S, 

4>21(S) = 0.5s2 , 4>22(S) = 0.5s4 

'15* = max{I01Ie050~ , 103 1, 2Je41 , 1051} 

It is direct to verify that Assumption (H3) holds for the 
z-subsystem with: 

Vz(z) = z2, c = 1.2. ItS) = 1.25s4 (51) 

Finally, Assumption (H4) is satisfied. 

Therefore, applying the control design procedure in Sec
tion 3 yields a self-tuning globally regulating partial
state feedback controller for system (50). 

5. CONCLUSION 

A class of uncertain nonlinear systems with nonlinearly 
appeared unknown parameters and stable dynamic un
certainties was considered in this paper. Inspired by 
some early work in adaptive linear control (Praly, 1990), 
an available dynamic signal is introduced to bound the 
dynamic uncertainty. The philosophy underlying the pro
posed constructive control scheme is an iterative use of 
the now standard "adding one integrator" techniques 
(see, e.g., (Bymes and Isidori, 1989; Tsinias, 1989)). 
The main advantages of earlier adaptive control algo
rithms for feedback linearizable systems are also kept: 
for example, one does not demand neither the matching 
condition nor the usual growth conditions as required 
in previous work (Pomet and Praly, 1992; Praly et al., 
1991; Jiang and Praly, 1992; Jiang, 1995). However, the 
control design procedure proposed ill this paper brings 
new advantages: nonlinear parametrization is allowed 
and the common feature of overparameterization in ear
lier adaptive schemes is removed here. 
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